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Briery Hill Llamas - a beautiful llama farm in Newent
Meet The Llamas. A little introduction to some of the
characters in our herd. The Boys! Please note: When booking a
trek, specific llamas may not be available to.
Meet the Llamas | Shaun the Sheep
Llamas have an incredibly calming and therapeutic influence
and make ideal companions for trekking the outstanding natural
beauty of the Surrey Hills with its unique flora, fauna, and
history. They are extremely affectionate, intelligent and
alert and will draw your attention to.
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Briery Hill Llamas - a beautiful llama farm in Newent
Meet The Llamas. A little introduction to some of the
characters in our herd. The Boys! Please note: When booking a
trek, specific llamas may not be available to.
Meet the Llamas | The Merry Harriers
by Charlotte Wheatley | Feb 7, | Meet The Llamas, Other boys.
Diego is a new arrival, he joined us in January at 6 years
old. Diego is a little shy of.
Meet the Llamas | Shaun the Sheep
Llamas have an incredibly calming and therapeutic influence
and make ideal companions for trekking the outstanding natural

beauty of the Surrey Hills with its unique flora, fauna, and
history. They are extremely affectionate, intelligent and
alert and will draw your attention to.

Meet The Llamas | Nidderdale Llamas
Meet the Llamas. In a secret village in Peru, a group of
llamas came together under one common goal - to express their
individuality. Living in cute, kitschy.

Walk through the Ashdown Forest with the Llamas. You will join
the rest of the walking group, meet your guide and have a
brief talk about these interesting.

Contrary to common misconception, they do not spit at humans.
Spit spats are normally amongst the herd and generally over
food. Meet the llamas. beautiful.

Today we're celebrating Llama Day with the newest members on
Mossy Bottom Farm! Meet Hector.
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We take security very seriously. These beautiful, pedigreed
llamas love meeting people! Drama Llama loves to be in the
middle of all the gossip!
DreamyLlamaDreamyLlamalivesinherpajamas. There is also a small
lake that is home to many wild birds, waterfowl, and fish. Did
You Know? You will never go hungry when Deli Llama pulls up in
the deli trailer!
Heissofluffy,rightdowntohisankles!DukeoftheCastleBarnComoT.Always
relaxed, Bahama Llama is on permanent vacation.
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